Crowell & Moring Lawyers Evan Wolff and Robin Campbell Named
National Law Journal's Cybersecurity & Data Privacy Trailblazers
Washington, D.C. – November 4, 2016: Crowell & Moring LLP is pleased to announce that two lawyers, Evan D.
Wolff and Robin Campbell, have been named to National Law Journal's 2016 Cybersecurity & Data Privacy
Trailblazers. This list honors lawyers who have “helped make a difference in the fight against criminal cyber
activity and toward adding much needed layers of data security in an increasingly digital world of commerce.”
In honoring Wolff, co-chair of Crowell & Moring's Privacy & Cybersecurity practice, the National Law Journal
(NLJ) notes that he has handled more than 100 breaches and “helped many companies navigate the countless
legal challenges involved in cybersecurity – preparation, regulatory compliance and litigation – while ensuring
full engagement from the legal and C-suite perspectives.” Looking ahead, Wolff says he “anticipates that
companies will have to comply with increasingly complex cybersecurity government regulations and, finally,
training programs will be critical.”
NLJ’s profile on Campbell, a senior counsel in Crowell & Moring’s Privacy & Cybersecurity and Health Care
groups, highlights that she was asked by Hewlett-Packard to help with the European Union Data Protection
Directive as it was implemented. Campbell said, “I was one of the first lawyers doing data breach response work.
I later handled one of the first health care breaches after HITECH [Health Information Technology for Economic
and Clinical Health Act]. The Office of Civil Rights closed the case with no finding of HIPAA violations.” Campbell
also works with connected cars and vehicle automation as part of the internet of things.
Crowell & Moring's Privacy & Cybersecurity Group guides clients through the myriad federal, state, and
international laws governing the collection, use, transfer, and protection of data. We provide practical advice
that helps our clients address privacy and cybersecurity issues in a manner appropriate to their business needs
and to the risks that they face. The group’s experience cuts across multiple industries and involves nearly every
practice group in the firm, including intellectual property, corporate, insurance, white collar, trade secrets,
health care, energy, transportation, and government contracts capabilities to address the privacy, cybersecurity,
and other risks faced by clients.
To read the full profiles, please click here.
Crowell & Moring LLP is an international law firm with approximately 500 lawyers representing clients in
litigation and arbitration, regulatory, and transactional matters. The firm is internationally recognized for its
representation of Fortune 500 companies in high-stakes litigation, as well as its ongoing commitment to pro
bono service and diversity. The firm has offices in Washington, DC, New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Orange
County, Anchorage, London, and Brussels.
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